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Address GVZ AG
Industriestrasse 35 
6252 Dagmersellen

Country Switzerland

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The GVZ AG - headquartered in Dagmersellen - specializes in the recycling of all types of waste glass. Thanks to a long-standing know -how and
state-of -the-art storage and processing technology , the GVZ AG is a competent and flexible partner for special-purpose associations , cities and
municipalities. Also provides companies such as waste management and recycling companies to the reliable recovery of all types of waste glass , the
GVZ AG.

In addition to the public on the container and collecting discarded glass containers , the GVZ recycled glass but also residues from industry and
commerce (eg, glass blanks , automotive glass , laminated glass , etc.) as well as other specialty glass such as photovoltaic modules.

Thanks to a great flexibility and a well-developed logistics GVZ AG is capable of industrial customers , recycling companies and communities
individually tailored to your requirements , offering tailor-made services.
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